THRILLOGY
Triple the fun in each shot! Booming brocades, multi-colored
strobing peonies and multi-colored falling leaves in every
shot ending with a 6 effect finale that is truly thrilling!

3″ PUNISHER
Perfectly timed gigantic gold brocades surrounded by rings of
colorful glittering pistils. Ending with a punishing 2 shot
finale with time rain sure to have you seeing stars.

HEAVY HITTER
Heavy hitting double breaks with red and purple palms with
silver and green strobing glitter to red palm with crackling
pistil and glowing green peony. Followed by a vigorous double
brocade crown. Ending in a 4 break finale that will rock out
your competition.

CURTAIN CALL
Curtains of crackling comets with red, green and blue tips
with whirling tails and zipping comets with blue tips. Ending

with a 6 shot finale of silver chrysanthemums with red, green
and blue tips and enough crackle for you to be able to call it
a night!

RAINBOW WARRIOR
Purple, green and yellow crackling flowers zip back and forth
followed by a 6 shot chrysanthemum barrage of purple, green
and yellow stars with glowing glitter, finishing in a 5 shot
volley of purple, green and yellow chrysanthemums with a
crackling finish.

MIDNIGHT
A middle of the night fire of z-shaped multi-colored stars and
crackling comet tails to shots of red tails to red palms and
crackling, then multi-colored stars and silver whistling tails
to a three shot finale of silver tails to crackling. 204
shots!

TURBO FIRE
Brocade crown to red with white glitter pistil. Green with
blue pistil. White with red glitter pistil. 3 Shot finale with
crossette willow and red glitter pistil.

RAGE
Insane gold willows
chrysanthemums.
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THE GAME CHANGER
Gold titanium willows with red pistils. Gold titanium willows
with green pistils. Gold titanium willows with blue pistils.

FIRE IN THE HOLE
Two level effects. Half red palm and half blue and green. Half
sliver palm and half red and sea blue. Half purple palm and
half light green and sea blue.

LOCK, STOCK AND BOOM
Two level effects. Half sea blue to red and orange, red with
silver crown ring. Half lemon to purple to green and half
white to red with silver crown ring.

HIGH
POWERED
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PYROTECHNIC
palm;

red,blue

palm;

purple,green palm; red,green palm; color palm with crackling
star pistil.

MAJESTIC MAYHEM
Crackling willows with purple, sky blue and lemon comets.
White bursts with brocade crown.

FANATIC
Pink, yellow, orange and green tails with pink, yellow and
green peonies. Gold glitter to blue and red flowers. Dragon
eggs with red and blue stars.

CRAZY HORSE
Color beads with crackling breaks. Multi-colored mines with
crackling whistle, brocade tails, gold and red strobes and
chrysanthemums.

B.A.M.F.
156 shots of crackling gold willows.

